
	
Winter	Wonderland	Sketch	Book	Activities	

	
Here	are	some	ideas	for	some	winter	sketch	booking.		

	
Chalk	Snow	Scenes	

	
Chalk and rubber snow scenes! These are so fun to do, simple and effective.  

 
Use dark paper and blackboard chalk to create 
imaginary snow scenes and mountain pictures.  
Play with varying the pressure of the chalk to 
create different tones and textures.  
Softly shade with the edge or press sharply with 
the tip to give definition.  
Use a rubber to create defined shadows and 
smudge with your fingers for a bit of atmosphere. 

	

	
Christmas	Decoration	illustrations	

	
	

Those Christmas 
decorations that come out 
year after year with ears 
missing and super-glue 
fixes can make cute and 
simple illustrations. They’ve 
often got instant character 
but provide clear geometric 
forms, interesting textures 
and bright colours. We 
used ink pen and 
watercolor paint. Use them 
for cute cards and gift tags 
.  

	
	

	
	
	
	
	



	
Drawing	from	nature	

	

	
	

It’s been a bit cold and soggy to draw in the great outdoors, but drawing 
from life and nature can still be done and has many rewards.  Grab a handful 
of hedgerow or garden and settle down somewhere cosy…. 

 
Here are three good reasons to draw from life: 
 

1) It makes us really look. How many lobes does that leaf have? What 
makes that yellow ‘dandelion’ type flower different to the other? Could 
you identify the plants again if you had not focused on the details and 
differences? 

2) It makes us slow down. When you draw you stay in one spot, have 
time to take in more and as a result, you get to see more, learn more 
and develop an appreciation for quirks and little details. This is a great 
thing when outdoors and it is tempting to take a photo and move on 
but even in your own home there’s things that are missed in the 
everyday… the way the light moves, the forms within the fire…. 

3)  It increases our appreciation of nature. Day to day we tend to simplify 
the things we see – a daisy is a daisy, a goose a goose. Look longer 
and closer, and you will see the individual characters and uniqueness 
aspects of each. Ignore what you think you know and draw directly 
what you see with your eyes. 

	
The	pictures	above	show	an	initial	colour	study	with	

watercolour,	and	drawing	details	over	the	top	once	dry	
	
	


